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a smart phone and an internet connection. And, these
things are not available to students coming from
section that we all belong. If there are two-three
Friends
students in a family, it is not possible to arrange
The Corona pandemic has changed our world
separate smartphones for all of them. Besides, data
drastically. When the world changed then our lives
package has also to be purchased. Thus, when a
were bound to change as well. Schools were closed
and we started missing fun of schooling as well as all
meals for all, instead of other things. In this scenario
the little mischiefs we used to do with our friends, still
poor students living with the families have to stop their
we did not lose hope. And, our biggest hope wasstudies.
Rainbow Homes. In this tough time, when people were
Rainbow Homes have quite thoughtfully arranged
not even ready to meet each-other and were hesitating for our online studies. It was ensured that no student
to help others, Rainbow Homes not just kept its doors
misses the class. Computers, screens, laptops,
open for all its children, but it also made all
smartphones were arranged gradually. To help us
arrangements to keep them safe. Biggest of all, it
understand the online classes, separate arrangements
developed a system to ensure that there is no
were made, expert sessions were organised. It was
hindrance to our studies, and we are able to attend
kept in mind that we don’t loose precious time, there is
and understand online classes.
no break in our studies and our future remains secure,
Online classes were new for all of us. They were
Kannada:
and thus even in times of pandemic our courage
especially tough for students belonging to families
remained at the top!
from weak economic background. Online class needs
WE SHALL FIGHT, WE SHALL WIN!!!
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who has worked in PR agencies
for 7 years. She shifted her
focus from Corporate to
Developmental sector
thereafter. She worked
with the Communication
Team of Childline India,
Population First and
Centre for social and
behaviour change,
all based out of
Mumbai. Her
last project was with Weber Shandwick where
she worked on a project on reducing maternal
mortality in India. Her role was that of Stakeholder
Management.

Online videos and webinars

Bengali

Besides, Young adults were shown weekly
webinars on various careers, entailing what it takes
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6. Career in Entrepreneurship, by Ashish
Kashyap, founder of Goibibo and INDwealth,
and first Country head of Google India

Josh talks were shown, wherein people from
various social, educational, career backgrounds
shared their inspiring stories and journeys of
facing struggle and overcoming the same, and
thereby being in a position where they could
share precious life lessons gained during their
journeys. Talks were on the fill topics:

Tamil:

Malayalam:
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Story of how a student dropped out of MBA
and started his tea stall, now earning big
Importance of believing in your dreams
and working hard for them
Taking the first step in career
What happens when you gather courage to
take a decision and stick to it
Taking responsibility of your life
Inspiring story of facing failures and
to make a career in a particular
overcoming them to become a successful
sector, the various options
entrepreneur
available in the same, and the
What happens when you refuse to give up
details of the involved options.
Akshay Kumar shares the importance of
Following careers were
discipline
touched upon:
It is okay to not speak good English, your
1. Career as an artist
language does not define you, your confidence
by Shibani Kashyap,
does
Bollywood playback and
Importance of knowing yourself inside out
pop singer
How sometimes a career gets shaped
2. Career as an
without planning
entertainer by Ashish
How skills developed in one career help you
Kashyap, ex-founder- Goibibo and in other career
founder -Ind wealth
Dream big, start small, act now
3. Career in fashion
Importance of giving your best in
industry by Prasad
everything you do
Bidapa, India’s
It takes hard and patience to succeed when
most influential
people question your calibre
fashion stylist and
Realistic
positive
thinking
choreographer
An
Indian
navy captain shares how his
4. Career as
never-give
up attitude helped him survive
a Radio jockey, by
Importance of pain in life
Prithvi, award-winning RJ currently working with
Importance of doing everything as a
FM, Bangalore
process and not talent alone makes you successful
5. Career as a Chef, by Abhijit Saha, guest judge Kannada: Importance of having a goal
of MasterChef India and technical judge of Young
Journey of becoming an IPS officer
Chefs Olympiad
Telugu:

Tamil:

Delhi
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Online mode
adopted
for Futures
Activities
ue to continuing lockdown, ‘Futures
activities’ were conducted through digital
/online mode in Delhi Rainbow Homes and
Unnati Home, where young ones were given
exposure to various activities which could help
them in developing their personality and a
strong future.

Life exposure sessions
and Career guidance sessions

Until now, life exposure sessions have been
conducted for the following topicsCareer in Psychology (By Rainbow alumni,
who is pursuing MA Psychology)
Career in IT enabled services (By Shrey
Mehra, who is Bachelors in Technology
(Computer applications) and has worked as a
software programmer with Cap Gemini
Session on management consultancy
by Mariia Podvalna - Netherlands based
Management consultant worked with cos. in
diverse industries like food, manufacturing, etc.
Talk on career in Environment Research by
Joe, who is part of a leadership program, leading
ESG strategy as part of Energy strategy team to
enable cleaner and safer energy for people and
the planet
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1. Honey sodi –consultant
Soft skills and personality
development trainer
2. Nitya-alumnus of Lady Sri ram
college and Founder of Step one
organization for professional
development

Bengali

Time

1.Communicative
English-1st week
of Jan to end of
march by Honey
2.Nitya-Interview
preparation,
Resume writing2nd week of Jan to
End of March

Jasjeet kaur- practicing
psychologist, Founder-Unfurl
(mental health and psychological
3rd & 4th week of
services) and Pragya- Counselling
Feb
psychologist and founder of
Salubrious life, which deals with
mental health issues

Resource person

Details of Other sessions conducted:

Rainbow Sathi

Sr.
no.
HEALTH

Mental health-types of mental
illnesses-depression, anxiety,
symptoms and tools and
techniques to keep up mental
health
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Communicative English-(Reading,
writing, listening, speaking), nonverbal communication, interview
preparation, Resume writing, goal
setting, time management

LEGAL LITERACY

1. Neeraj Sheyde - Public Policy
About constitution, fundamental
Researcher at Khaana Chahiye
rights, pillars of constitution,
Foundation, Mumbai and 2.
Child rights, legal rights, remedies
Ruben – Founder, Khaana
for violation of rights
Chahiye Foundation

Rainbow Sathi
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1st & 2nd week of
Jan, and 1st week
of Feb

Bengali

student of Punjab University and is currently
include individual effectiveness, group facilitation,
pursuing PHD. He is an MSW and transgender
value alignment and leadership decision making.
rights activist. He is president of Saksham
He has founded Dramantram Production which
NGO, and member of Transgender Welfare
works on creating business strategies and managing
board, Chandigarh and member of Think
culture and organization environment. Besides,
tank - UNDP. He has many achievements to his
he works with TCS in training workforce to be
name like organizing the Chandigarh Pride
agile and work ready, and is a consultant facilitator
festival since 2013 and establishing transgender
on emotional intelligence, social emotional
friendly policies in Punjab University. The
sensitization, relationship management and
Kannada:
session focused on difference between gender,
psychological immunity.
sex and sexuality, struggles of transgender
A session was conducted by Dhananjay Chauhan
community and his own life story of facing
for Futures children of Ummeed home on “GenderTelugu:
abuse and stigma.
and Sexuality “. Dhanjanjay is the first Transgender

Tamil:
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Malayalam:
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conducted by Neeraj Shetye for Unnati girls and
boys. Neeraj Shetye is a Public Policy Researcher
at Khaana Chahiye Foundation, Mumbai. He is
working on The Hunger Map Project - a policy
intervention with the BMC. The aim of the
policy is to ensure that people from vulnerable
communities have access to nutritious food and
water. He graduated from Shiv Nadar University,
Greater Noida with a BA (Research) in Sociology
and a minor in International Relations & Public
Policy. Neeraj is an active participant of civil society
initiatives in Mumbai. He is affiliated to civic
engagement groups like the Litmus Test Project and
Mark Your Presence - both aimed at encouraging
voting and promoting civic issues among the youth.
The session focused on Introduction to
Constitution and Preamble,
Federal structure of GovtJudiciary, Executive and
Legislature, Fundamental
rights and duties.
Another session was
conducted by Kundan
Kumar with Unnati boys
on Self-awareness and
reflection. Kundan has been
Kannada:
trained in Organization
development & Change from
TISS. His areas of expertise

Delhi

These sessions were conducted online
through volunteers. Orientation of volunteers
was done, and they were given feedback on
session planning and implementation from time
to time. These sessions were organised twice a
week, 2 hours per day. These sessions were being
conducted by volunteers through online mode.
Topics covered in these sessions were:
Navigation on internet; evaluating and verifying
accuracy of information; how to organise
collected information for various purposes like
report writing, assignments etc.; Constructing
digital artefacts (PPTs , videos ); Report writing
and making assignments; Cyber security
and net etiquettes; Telephonic and
digital communication etiquettes;
Types of search engines;
Introduction to internet ( how to
store history, downloads etc.);
Digital marketing and Search
engine optimisation; E-mail
application, and usage
of available sources on
internet like digital library.

Legal literacy sessions
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RHP adopted a mix of old and new
education interventions in many ways, out
of which some are:

1. Building digital infrastructure in Homes
- making available digital sources to
continue the curriculum and coaching.

2. Getting the children accustomed
to digital means of education - video
conferencing, digital classroom, virtual
learning environment.

3. Capacity building of the carers to monitor
screen timing for children to slowly get
used to long screen hours without any side
effect.

4. Calling in for virtual expert sessions.

5. Group studies while staying apart
- introducing innovative study circles
in home premises while maintaining a
physical distance.

6. Teachers preparing notes, teachinglearning materials to prepare for
examinations.

were able to write exams and score above aggregate
marks. While the teaching pedagogies changed,
we were pushed towards new areas of learning and
gaining knowledge. At the end of the day, what we
care most about is not the teaching method but the
knowledge we as carers can provide to our children.

Sakshi Tiwari

Manager Communications Rainbow Homes
Program- Association for Rural and Urban Needy

Kannada:

Malayalam:
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Out of the above, Education took a major hit,
because schools closed. With a spike in active
infections even now, physical classrooms have
become more of a dream for children across.
Educators from school, the residential teachers,
subject matter experts, counsellors, tutors &
volunteers engage with the respective study groups
across all homes to ensure continuity in learning.
While embracing the digital education both
for the student and the educators weren’t easy, we
are proud to boast, the sheer commitment of the
teachers and the students where all high school
& secondary school children (10th &12th grade)

Covid-safe home management,
Lockdown of homes,
Caring for carers,
Innovative routine for children,
Procurement of necessities,
Health amenities and
Education.

Putting education on track

8

was a challenge

Rainbow Sathi
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n 11 March 2020, the World Health
Organisation (WHO) declared
the outbreak of a new type of
Coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, that causes
COVID-19 respiratory disease, a global
pandemic. Marking a full year, the pandemic
and life’s struggle against it continues as the
countries gear up for public vaccination,
controlling the spikes at their local level and
treating the active cases.
The past year brought a drastic change
to everyone’s life. While we lost many lives,
livelihoods, and old routines, many positive
changes and realisations united the world
as one to fight for humanity. Every group
of individuals be it big organisations or
grassroots adjusted to the new normal and
put in their efforts to protect the community
around them.
Rainbow Homes Program too, continued
its commitment to protecting every single
child and staff under its care by implementing
interventions like
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Mrs. Arunmai, State Program
Manager introduced an overview note
on Rainbow Home program and also
about this year’s theme for celebrating
the Womens day Celebration by
felicitating successful mothers
who despite all odds supported the
program as important stakeholders.
They helped in nurturing and
mentoring many children at the
homes. Guests were invited to
felicitate these home mothers.

The children displayed their respect
through dance performances and
singing songs in praise of their efforts.
It was a touching gesture. Director
of ASHRITHA, Nagaraj appreciated
all the mothers for their proactive
engagement in the Rainbow Homes.
He also thanked the guests for coming
and being part of this program.

Bengali
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Project Incharges and State team
of Rainbow Homes program also
participated in the event.

Felicitating Mothers
on WoMen’s day

O

n 8th March, one of our partner organisation
ASHRITHA hosted International Women’s Day inviting
some of our Home mothers, at ASRITHA Rainbow Home,
Doodhbowli, Hyderabad.
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On this occasion for women’s day celebration,
we invited Andrew Fleming, British Deputy High
commissioner, Mrs Nalini Raghuraman, British deputy
political economic advisor and Priyanka who was elected
as one day British Deputy High commissioner. All the
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Positive aspect of online classes was, we could
join it from anywhere and most of us are now
aware of online classes procedure. Online classes
kept us safe from the Covid-19 virus, because we
all were limited to our Rainbow Home and thus
there were no chances of infection. That is why we
were healthy and strong.
Despite of everything we are trying to go
back to the normal daily routine. Certainly, our
daily school life is always better than this digital
learning. Digital learning cannot replace the
school life which we are missing a lot because
there is a lively interaction, problem solving
among the students, teachers and others.
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Puja halder
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EffEct of

(14), Class-VIII

Afrin Khatun

onlinE classEs
(14), Class-VIII
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Madhu kumari, Class-Xth, Gharaunda Rainbow Home, Patna

Loreto Rainbow Home, Dharamtalla, Kolkata

Disha Pramanik

W
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e got a new experience last year. After
lockdown it was the only medium for
all of us. We faced both pros and cons
of these online classes.
Firstly, we didn’t get PT classes through online
medium. Secondly, because of not having teacher
and black board in front of us we faced problem
in solving geometry. Similarly, we cannot do
work education classes as well. We were not even
able to express our doubts due to poor network
issue. Not only this, but there was shortage of
devices too and that’s why few students among
us occasionally missed the classes.
Writing practice suffered a lot for all. Those
primary class students who were new to
schooling didn’t get to read and write and many
of them have forgotten to write. All festivals like
Independence Day, Republic day, Children’s
day, Teacher’s day, Annual Sports Day, lost their
flavour as they can’t be done online. We missed
these programmes last year too. Due to online
classes, our daily routine has suffered a lot.
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Divya

Gyan Vigyan
Rainbow Home,
Patna

Kamini Khan
(15 years)
class-VIII

Loreto Rainbow
Home, Bowbazar,
Kolkata
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ARUN
Rainbow
Home, Lalapet
Secunderabad,
Hyderabad

wE arE always togEthEr
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Gyan Vigyan Rainbow Home, Patna

Prity Kumari,

Rainbow Homes
Kute, Ranchi
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Juhina Khatoon (15
years) class-9
Loreto Rainbow Home,
Bowbazar, Kolkata
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tu,Ranchi
Sneh ghar Baria

Mohini Lamh

Arshiya
Rainbow
Foundation India
(RFI) Rainbow
Home Falaknuma,
Hyderabad
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settle down so she can start her classes. She use to
carry her teaching learning materials with her to
the field. Once the child settles down, she tries to
teach the child using those materials. She mentions
that it however often happens that children would
have forgotten what they learnt in last class. Hence,
she has to give more time to conduct the lessons
planned for the child. She says that with schools
being closed and children being out of touch with
their learning, they often forget and hence have to
been brought back to speed.
Suganya recounts how conducting classes in the
child’s home can be challenging. Though the family
is cooperative and received them well but often,
the environment is not conducive to learning. She
had to sit on the pavements to conduct the classes.
But she isn’t complaining. She says that she always
tries to adapt to the situation present and tries her
best. In certain cases where the children were living
in very poor conditions without even a proper
shelter, she often counsels the parents to bring back
the child to the homes. Suganya is confident that
children can learnt the best if they are at Rainbow
Homes and hopes that all children return soon.

Teaching in field
visits is not less
challenging

Malayalam:

SUGANYA is a residential teacher in girls
home (AMJ) in Chennai. She was asked to conduct
field visits to children living with their families. She
recounts her experience of conducting classes during
such visits. She says that it was a difficult experience
as many parents cannot be contacted easily. They
either changed their contact numbers or were not
reachable. Thus, finding the houses of children during
such visits is the first challenge. Once the house has
been located, it often happens that the child is playing
somewhere and is not available at the time of the visit.
Thus, she had to wait for the child to come back and
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Kids say, thankfully they
were at Rainbow Homes
Chandru is studying in Class 8 and
stays at the boys home in Chennai. He
writes, “I spent the COVID-19 period at
Rainbow Homes. In the beginning, I was
excited that schools are closed. But when
I came to know that people are suffering
because of COVID-19 in the news, I was
sad. I spent the last year very usefully by
attending various online classes.
I got an opportunity to learn
subjects that normally I
would not have studied
in school, such as spoken
English. I learnt many
new words. These online
classes kept me engaged.
Since schools were closed,
I was depressed but these
online classes helped me spend my time
productively. Had I been at home during
lockdown, I would have suffered for
food, as all shops were closed. But I am
thankful that I was at Rainbow Homes, as
I was able to eat proper food!”

ÚðUÙÕæð âæÍè

Bhavana, studying in Class 8, recounts
mixed emotions about the lockdown and
closure of schools. She stays at the girls
home in Chennai and writes, “Schools
have remained closed for a year. I missed
meeting my friends very much. I attended
online classes and learnt French and
spoken English. I enjoyed my time with
friends at Rainbow Homes. We played
and had fun. We enjoyed attending
classes conducted by sisters (volunteers).
We enjoyed watching TV. But I was sad
that we couldn’t go out anywhere. We all
stayed safe in the home.”
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stand anything in online classes due
to network problem and those classes
use to happen for very small time.
But our Rainbow teachers use to teach
us properly, giving us proper time
and we would understand that easily.
Did you all have text books to study?
No, we did not have our books, be
cause due to lockdown everything was
closed.
Then how did you study?
I would take the books of the girls who
passed last year and study with them.
Our Rainbow teachers will also help us
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in getting such books.
After lockdown were you able to get
new books or not?
Yes, I got my books after the lock
down.
Were you all happy at Rainbow Home
during Covid-19?
Yes, all were happy because, while I
was attending online classes at Home,
our Rainbow Homes also provided
rations to our family. We used to meet
with our parents maintaining social
distancing.
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Interviewee: Priya Pulay
Class : X
Loreto Rainbow Home,
Bowbazar, Kolkata
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Interviewer: Mitali Mondal
Class : X
Loreto Rainbow Home,
Bowbazar, Kolkata
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Mitali: What is your name?
Priya: My name is Priya Pulay.
Mitali: Which class are you in?
Priya: I am in Class 10.
Mitali: How old are you?
Priya: I am 17 years old.
Mitali: During covid-19 Where were you?
Priya: I was in Rainbow home.
Mitali: Were there any online classes available
during covid-19?
Priya: Yes, we use to have online classes
during lockdown.
Mitali: Who use to provide the devices to you?
Priya: Our residential teachers use to given
their personal phones to attend online
classes.
Mitali: Were you able to understand what was
being taught in the online classes?
Priya: No, it was very difficult to understand
in online classes because half of the
time we use to have network problems.
Mitali: Then who use to teach you?
Priya: Our Rainbow teachers use to teach us.
Mitali: Were the teaching pattern of online
classes and classes taken by Rainbow
teachers same?
Priya: No, because I was not able to under
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uring lockdown I missed my
school and friends very much.
It has been more than a year since
the schools have closed.
Since then, we have been
studying online. While
we are listening the
online classes but we are
not able to understand
completely. I think that
almost every student will
have some doubts during
online classes. But
teachers are not able to
clear doubts of students
during online classes.
We miss the school
atmosphere. We were
attending the classes
but there is no physical
interaction between
teacher and students.
Besides, during online
classes, connection is
cut several times due
to network problem.

Before COVID-19, we used to get
to watch movies, visit tourist places,
museums etc. But because of pandemic
we missed all these activities. Before
the pandemic, many volunteers from
various organizations used to come to
our place and conduct cultural activities
but now they have conducted their
sessions through online mode. We were
not enjoying these online sessions.

N. Manjula, Class X,
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Corona put a brake
on everything

C
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Gharaunda Rainbow
Home, Patna

Rani Kumari, X,

they will sit on time for online studies. The
studies were conducted according to the
subject.
But there were many problems in online
teaching as well. There used to be issues of
powercuts, no internet, non-availability of
smart phones. This was a new way of teaching
for all children. It was a learning experience
for children as well as parents. Due to this,
children were able to study anywhere. Because
of lockdown examinations were also online,
and many students, who haven’t studied at all
were also promoted to next class.
In the times of Corona, people are trying to be
safe and staying inside. Everyone is conscious
about their well-being. It is important
to wear masks, wash hands
frequently and maintain proper
distance that can prevent the
spread of corona. I think no
matter what happens, studies
cannot stop.

Malayalam:

orona made a direct impact on every person.
Even our education has changed and now
completely transformed from its original form.
Sudden arrival of the corona pandemic had put
to halt all walks of life. Schools, colleges, parks,
markets, shops were all shut and only some basic
facilities were operational. Due to the closure of
everything, people could not go
anywhere and remained locked
in the house.
Since the government did not
want to harm the education
of children, online classes were
started. All the children started
schooling from home via Zoom and
Google class. Parents started getting
their children to study on smart
phones. Children used to sit in front
of the phone, laptop, computer for
long hours. Initially, children were
very excited about studying online,

T
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Home, Patna

Schooling became online. All the activities of
the school also were conducted online from
home. Study notes and assignments etc. were
made available online. Guardians were involved in whole process so that students don’t
oday people around the world are devastated face any difficulty. But institutions in smaller cities had to face many problems in this
with Coronavirus. Initially, when this virus
system. Its impact on higher education can be
started spreading in the country, everyone was
seen almost everywhere. It was good for us to
shocked. Immediately a lockdown was imposed
study online because at home we are able to
in the country, which led to the closure of all
write peacefully, which could not be done in
schools, colleges, markets, factories, shops, etc.
school at all. I feel it will be difficult for me to
Senior citizens were more affected by this coronavirus. Pandemic left a devastating impact, with take classes at school after getting into habbit
of online education. Due
people losing their loved ones.
to too much noise in the
It had such a bad effect on
school, I could not concenschool-going children. Students
trate in studies, so I loved
Kannada:
could not study for a whole
studying online.
year. Children could not have
any outside sports, they spent
Asha Kumari, X,
Telugu:
whole time in their homes.

Online learning
was a lot of fun
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of smart phone, no electricity, family member
phones are busy, etc. I am a 10th class student,
my studies could not be completed at the time
of examination but still I took the exam with
incomplete education. My dream was that I
should prepare for class X examination with good
coaching. I want to be a state topper. My dream is
to become a civil engineer. Corona has become a
big barrier to the lives of all of us. We have to end
it completely. Only way to do it is to use masks,
keep physical distance with others, wash hands
regularly, use sanitizers etc. Now vaccination
is also available, therefore it is necessary for
everyone to get the vaccination at the earliest.
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Few positives and few negatives of online learning
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uring the Corona period, besides the other
things, there has been huge impact on
education as well. Students have suffered a lot,
as well as got some benefits too. Earlier, when
students used to go to school, student time was
wasted due to lack of studies in few periods,
sometimes teachers were busy, sometimes they
were unable to take classes, so children had to
spend time in school itself. But since the provision
of online class is in lockdown, time is not wasted,
and we finish our studies in time. If we are not
able to understand anything, then we download it
and see it again and again. Earlier, teachers in the
school used to scold us when we repeatedly asked
about our doubts. But, there are many problems
in online class such as internet connectivity, lack
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